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SUMMARY

A serial digital data generator is described which provides signals of standard word 
composition for checking ground station digital interface equipment. Data recorded in 
special serial format on magnetic tape, are converted by the interface equipment to a form 
which is conveniently read using a digital computer.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a particular data acquisition system1,2 under development, digital recording is performed 

in special serial format, using an analogue tape machine. Data may be recorded on two tape 
tracks (using non-return-to-zero [NRZ] recording) or on one track (using return-to-zero [RZ] 
recording). The serial data generator, described here, produces signals of standard word com
position for recording in either of these forms.

NRZ or RZ signal reproducing units3 convert the reproduced data into NRZ form (one 
NRZ output is generated by each NRZ reproducing unit and two NRZ outputs are generated by 
the RZ reproducing unit). Ground station digital interface equipment4 accepts the NRZ outputs 
from the reproducing units and converts these data to a parallel form which may be convenient
ly read by a digital computer.

To facilitate checking of the digital recording and reproducing processes, and/or the digital 
interface, the known word compositions of the serial data generator are utilized. Such word 
compositions are far more useful for checking purposes than those generated at the output of 
the analogue to digital converter which forms part of the airborne data logger. Moreover the 
data generator allows parity errors to be introduced and hence the parity check circuits contained 
in the interface may be readily checked.

This note is one of a series describing equipment developed at these laboratories for use in 
airborne data acquisition and ground station data reduction applications. Sufficient detail has 
been included to enable this note to be used as an operating and maintenance manual for the 
serial digital data generator. A general functional description of the data generator has been 
given elsewhere5 but will be repeated here.

2. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Serial digital data generated by the airborne data processor2 comprise 18-bit words which 

are separated by an end-of-word (EOW) gap equivalent in time to that associated with the trans
fer of two consecutive data bits. No bits are recorded during these gaps. The first 16 bits of each 
word represent the recorded information, the seventeenth is a “dummy” bit5 which is always a 
“zero” and the last (eighteenth) bit is an even longitudinal parity check bit.

As indicated earlier the airborne data processor allows alternative output formats, either 
two channels of NRZ data (an NRZM and an odd parity [equivalent to NRZS as per I RIG6]) or 
one channel of RZ. Data rates are variable over a wide range (in binary steps). Maximum rates 
for the various recording tape speeds are tabulated below.

TAPE SPEED MAXIMUM BIT RATE MAXIMUM WORD RATE
(INCH PER SECOND) (BIT PER SEC) (WORD PER SEC)

60 20480 1024

30 10240 512

15 5120 256

71 2560 128

34 1280 64

li 640 32
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Analogue techniques are employed by the ground station equipment5 to allow recognition 
of the EOW gaps used for word synchronization purposes.

Similarly a gap of one complete word duration (EOR gap) is used at the end of each record 
(or frame). Recognition of these gaps by the ground equipment is essential for frame synchron
ization purposes.

The serial digital data generator provides EOW and EOR gaps to allow the airborne digital 
data to be simulated.

An alternative system of frame synchronization has recently been introduced2 to allow a 
regular clock of frequency equal to the bit rate divided by five to be recorded continuously. 
However the ground station equipment has been designed to accommodate either system of 
frame synchronization. The serial digital data generator does not incorporate this alternative 
system of frame synchronization.

The airborne data processor allows record lengths to be preset anywhere in the range 1 to 
100 words approximately. However the analogue to digital converter sets the upper limit to about 
24 at the present time. Similar versatility in the setting of record length has been incorporated in 
the serial digital data generator.

3. SERIAL DATA GENERATOR

The schema of Fig. 1 broadly separates the serial digital data generator into functional 
blocks. Most of these functions are performed by the plug-in printed circuit card called the 
“serial digital data generator” (Fig. 2). For details on component labelling and connections to 
digital integrated circuits not included in Fig. 2 refer to the Appendices. These labels agree with 
those marked on the printed circuit but differ from those given elsewhere.5

Various preset controls are mounted on the front panel. Complete interwiring details (Fig.3) 
indicate the connections (via J207) of the serial data generator to the remaining circuits. Conn
ections to the power supply (described in Sec 4) are included in Fig. 3.

Operating details of the data generator will now be considered.
To realize the data rates referred to in the table of Sec. 2, a variable frequency (640 hertz to 

20-48 kilohertz) square wave input (via J201) is required. Zener diode CR1 (of Fig. 2) and resistor 
R1 ensure that the maximum allowable input level to the inverter Q1F is not exceeded.

A bit counter (Q2 and Q3) divides the input clock frequency by 20 (word generation) and a 
word counter (Q4 and Q5) divides the bit counter output frequency by any number presettable 
up to 100 (record generation). Front panel mounted decimal thumbwheel switches S1A (units) 
and SIB (tens) allow the number of words in a record to be preset. If, as indicated in Fig. 3, the 
thumbwheels are set to a reading of 16, then after 17 input pulses have been counted (since decade 
counters Q4 and Q5 were last reset to the “9” state), a reset-to-9 pulse will be propagated to these 
counters. Hence the word counter effectively divides by a number one greater than that set on the 
thumbwheels. To ensure that both counters are properly reset, a reset pulse stretching arrange
ment comprising Q11C, Q11D, C2 and R2 is incorporated. Using these components a reset pulse 
having a duration of approximately 300 nanosecond is provided.

Using 3-input NAND gate Q6A and dual input NAND gates Q7C and Q7D the bit counter 
is decoded to provide an inhibit signal (at the output of Q7C) which is subsequently used to insert 
EOW gaps in the data. Although an EOW gap of 2 bit durations is required for the serial data, 
gating has been provided which enables EOW gaps of 3 and 4 bit durations to be also generated. 
Longer EOW gaps allow the detection of certain marginal operating conditions in the digital 
interface.4

The period of each word can be divided up into 20 equal time intervals associated with each 
bit which we will designate B0 to B19. In a logic context the symbol B9 (for instance) means that 
B9 is a quantity which takes on a high or a logical “one” value during the time interval associated 
with B9 and takes on a low or logical “zero” value at all other times. Define a, b, c, d and e 
(as indicated in Fig. 2) as the respective bit counter outputs (where “a” is the least significant and 
so on). In the following table the logical outputs corresponding to each count state have been 
tabulated.
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Count
Number

Counter
Output

Designation

Logical Outputs

e d c b a

0 BO 0 0 0 0 0
1 B1 0 0 0 0 1
2 B2 0 0 0 1 0
3 B3 0 0 0 1 1
4 B4 0 0 1 0 0
5 B5 0 0 1 0 1
6 B6 0 0 1 1 0
7 B7 0 0 1 1 1
8 B8 0 1 0 0 0
9 B9 0 1 0 0 1

10 BIO 1 0 0 0 0
11 Bll 1 0 0 0 1
12 B12 1 0 0 1 0
13 B13 1 0 0 1 1
14 B14 1 0 1 0 0
15 B15 1 0 1 0 1
16 B16 1 0 1 1 0
17 B17 1 0 1 1 1
18 B18 1 1 0 0 0
19 B19 1 1 0 0 1
0 BO 0 0 0 0 0

Further define the inhibit output of Q7C by the symbol /v
For an EOW gap of 2 bit durations corresponding to B18 and B19

/, = (B18 + B19)'

= (de)'

where Ix is a quantity which is normally low but which takes on a high value for the time interval 
associated with BIS and B19.

Similarly for a 3-bit EOW gap

/, = (B17 + B18 + B19)'

= [(abc + d)e]'

and for a 4-bit EOW gap

A = (B16 + B17 + B18 + B19)'

= [(be + d)e]

These alternative inhibit functions may be selected by switch S5 (Fig. 2).
In order to generate an EOR gap having a duration equivalent to that of one word (plus 

an EOW gap) another inhibit signal which we will define as /2 is required. Decoding of the zero 
count state which will be present for the duration of a word for all settings of the switches SI A 
and SIB except the 00 setting, enables this inhibit signal to be generated. Defining word counter 
states as WO etc. (in a similar manner to the BO to B19 states defined for the bit counter) we 
may write

4 = (WO)'

The above inhibit function is generated using NOR gate Q10D and inverter Q1B. Further 
define a composite inhibit function I generated at the output of NAND gate Q7B such that
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/ = (/,/2y

= WO + de

for an EOW gap of 2 bit durations.
Hence / is a quantity which is normally low but which switches high for the time associated 

with the EOW and EOR gaps.
Using NOR gate Q10A in association with the bit counter input signal Cs (output of Q1E) 

allows a clock signal C, (interrupted during the EOW and EOR gaps) to be generated.

C, = (Cs + I)'

= Cs'I'

For an EOW gap of 2 bit durations

C, = Cs'( WO + de)

The form of the interrupted clock signal is indicated in the oscilloscope traces of Figs. 
4(a) and 4(b). By suitably gating this clock signal to flip flops Q12A and Q12B (arranged to 
change state each time a clock signal is applied) appropriate NRZ data may be readily generated. 
Different word compositions are selected with switch S2 (Fig. 3) which allows a logic level of 
0, 1, a, b, c, d, or e to effectively gate C,. For generality define the output of switch S2 as y.

Some additional gating capability is provided by parity switch S3 having outputs defined 
as x1 and x2. The logical values of and x2 for the three switch positions are tabulated below.

Parity Switch x2
Position

1 (ade')' 1
2 1 1
3 1 (ade')'

Note that ade' = B9.
Defining and D2 as the clock signals used with flip flops Q12A and Q12B respectively 

for NRZ data generation we may write

Dl = [C,x2(xly)']'

= [C,x2(xi + /)]'

and D2 = (C,yY

For normal parity (position 2 of parity switch)

x, = x2 = 1 
Dx = (C,y')'

For position 1 of parity switch

Di = [C,(B9 + /)]'

Hence, in this case, a clock pulse will always be generated at B9 irrespective of the form of y. 
For position 3 of parity switch

Di = [C,(B9)>7

In this case, a clock pulse will never be generated at B9 irrespective of the form of y.
For any given data input y a parity error (either two “zeros” or two “ones”) will be pro

duced in either position 1 or position 3 of the parity switch but never in both positions.
Clocking of the NRZ output flip flops Q12A and Q12B (which takes place at the time of 

transition of the associated clock input from the high to the low state) has been arranged to 
take place a half period later than that of the counters to avoid spurious clock pulses which 
may be produced if both were clocked essentially at the same time.
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Defining b0, bl etc. as the digital information (either a “one” or a “zero”) contained in each 
data bit, we can draw up the following table for the various word compositions which may be 
selected via switch S2.

Word
Compo

sition
Switch

Position

Data Bits (NRZ1 Output) Longi
tudinal
Parity

bo 6, 62 b3 b, bo bo 6, ba ^9 ^10 bn b\2 b\z ^14 6,5 b\§ 6,7

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Even

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Even

2 1 0 1 0 I 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 Odd

3 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 Even

4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 I 1 0 0 0 0 Even

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Even

6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Even

The even longitudinal parity condition is not satisfied for the word composition as for 
switch position 2. Such a word composition may be used for checking the operation of the long
itudinal parity circuits, contained in the ground station digital interface4, with the aid of a parity 
lamp used in the display which forms part of the interface. Using the sampled data display4 the 
above data are displayed in octal according to the following arrangement.

b16 and b17 correspond to the dummy bit and the longitudinal parity bit respectively and 
are not displayed. Hence octal displays4 according to the following table are produced with the 
various word compositions, indicated.

Word Composition 
Switch Position

Display

Magnitude Multiplier

0 7777 17

1 0000 00

2 5252 12

3 6363 14

4 0374 17

5 7477 17

6 7700 17

Magnitude

b7bsb9 ^10^11^12 ^13^14^15

Multiplier
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Complementary digital information is always generated on the parity output NRZ2 (except 
when a lateral parity error is introduced via switch S3). If an odd parity error is introduced 
at B9 the NRZ1 output will change (and hence also the data displayed by the digital interface) 
but the NRZ2 output will not be affected. If the roles of the NRZ1 and the NRZ2 outputs are 
interchanged a complementary table to that above will result and the display will not be affected 
by the introduction of a parity error at B9.

With the data generator of Fig. 2 all words (except WO constituting the FOR gap) are 
identical. If required, the FOR gap may be eliminated by using the 00 setting of switches SI A 
and SIB (for selecting the number of words per record). For that setting only EOW gaps are 
inserted. For any other setting of the switches, say to the number n for generality, each record 
will consist of n data words plus one FOR gap.

An RZ output for use with the analogue magnetic tape recording machine has also been 
provided (Fig. 2). The duration of the pulses used to saturate the tape in either a positive or 
negative sense (depending on whether a “one” or a “zero” is to be recorded is set to 5 micro
second (independent of tape speed) using delay monostable Q13. Quad input NAND gates Q15A 
and Q15B generate 5 microsecond pulses to the low state (outputs normally high) on the respective 
outputs at appropriate times. Each of the following inputs is applied to these NAND gates:

(i) EOW and FOR gap inhibit signal /' (normally high).
(ii) Positive pulses of 5 microsecond duration starting in time synchronism with the negative 

going transitions (i.e. from high to low state) of the input clock Cs.
(iii) Complementary outputs of flip flop Q14 for each gate respectively as set by the NRZ 

data output clocks D, and D2.
(iv) A signal derived from the parity switch which allows the recording of information 

(either a “one” or a “zero”) to be inhibited at B9 if desired for checking purposes.

The outputs of Q15A and Q15B become the inputs to a discrete component switching 
circuit comprising transistors Q16 to Q19 and associated components. A low impedance RZ 
output is provided at the emitter of Q19. Positive pulses of 5 microsecond duration are produced 
when “ones” are generated and negative pulses of 5 microsecond duration are produced when 
“zeros” are generated.

To record data on the analogue tape machine the appropriate outputs (either NRZ or RZ) 
are taken to suitable recording amplifiers7 (plug-ins for tape machine) which convert these signals 
into the required recording head currents.

In Fig. 4 oscilloscope traces of the following signals (for word composition switch in position 
3) are shown:

(i) Interrupted clock C,.
(ii) NRZ1 output (parity normal).

(iii) NRZ2 output.
(iv) NRZ1 output with lateral parity error (in this case two “zeros” occurs at B9).
(v) RZ output (normal).

(vi) RZ output with missing bit at B9.

For the above signals two sets of photographs have been taken, one showing the waveforms 
over about a one word period and the other showing the same waveforms over a number of 
words but including also an FOR gap. Since for NRZ data the direction of switching has no 
significance the inversion of either the NRZ1 or the NRZ2 outputs does not represent any change 
in information.

The two channels of NRZ data (NRZ1 and NRZ2) provided by the data generator may be 
taken directly to the ground station digital interface for checking purposes or may be taken to 
the analogue tape machine for recording. In the latter case the NRZ outputs from the tape 
reproducing machine may be taken to the digital interface for checking purposes. The RZ out
put from the data generator may be used as an input to the analogue tape machine. Conversion 
of data recorded as single channel RZ to two channel NRZ (compatible with the input require
ments of the digital interface) is performed by an appropriate reproducing module3.



4. POWER SUPPLY

The data generator (see photograph Fig. 5) is a self contained unit powered from 240 volt 
50 hertz supply mains. Regulated DC supplies of +5 volt, + 15 volt and - 15 volt are required 
for the data generator. Approximate current requirements for each supply are tabulated below.

SUPPLY IDENTIFICATION
LABEL

CURRENT REQUIREMENT

+ 5V Fee 320 mA

+ \5V vAA 20 mA

— \5V Fee 20 mA

Appropriate unregulated DC supplies (Fig. 3) designated VA, VB and Vc are generated in a 
conventional manner. These voltages are taken via J206 (Fig. 3) to the plug-in voltage regulator 
printed circuit (Fig. 6). Integrated circuit series type regulators Ql, Q2 and Q3 provide the reg
ulated DC outputs.

Short circuit current protection is a “built-in” property of Q3 ( + 5 volt regulator). Resistors 
R1 and R5 set the short circuit current limit of regulators Ql and Q2 respectively.

Note that component labels as per Figs. 3 and 6 may not coincide with those marked on 
the finished circuits.

5. CONCLUSION

The serial digital data generator described in this note is a fully tested and workable 
unit. It currently provides a source of input data essential for development work on ground 
station equipment required to process data recorded in special serial format using an airborne 
analogue tape machine. When the ground station equipment is complete the data generator will 
provide a means of readily setting up and checking that equipment.

Postal Address: Chief Superintendent,
Aeronautical Research Laboratories, 
Box 4331,
MELBOURNE, Victoria, 3001.
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APPENDIX 1
DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS

In general, supply connections for the digital integrated circuits used on the serial digital 
data generator board have not been marked on the circuit diagram. Similarly connections to 
various inputs of these circuits to provide guaranteed “1” states or “0” states, as required, have 
not been marked on the circuit diagram. These connections are summarized in the following table.

DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 
NOT GIVEN ON CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

DEVICE IDENTIFICATION CONNECT 
THESE PINS

TO Vcc

CONNECT 
THESE PINS

TO COM.

OTHER
DETAILS

LABEL TYPE

Q1 SN7400N 14 7

Q2 SN7490N 5 2,3,6,7,10 SHORT 1,12

Q3 SN7470N 2,3,4,10,11,13,14 5,7,9

Q4 SN7490N 5 2,3,10 SHORT 6,7 
SHORT 1,12

Q5 SN7490N 5 2,3,10 SHORT 6,7 
SHORT 1.12

Q6 SN7410N 14 7

Q7 SN7400N 14 7

Q8 SN7442N 16 8

Q9 SN7442N 16 8

Q10 SN7402N 14 7

Qll SN7400N 14 7

Q12 SN7476N 2,3,4,5,7,8,9,12,16 13

Q13 SN74121N 14 7 SHORT 3,4

Q14 SN7470N 14 3,4,5,7,9,10,11,12

Q15 SN7440N 14 7

NOTE: Each of the above devices has a supply bypass capacitor (of value 10,000 picofarad) 
connected between “COM” and “Kcc” close to the package.
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APPENDIX 2 

COMPONENT LISTS

Components used on printed circuits and elsewhere have been given an identification label 
(or legend) consisting of a letter prefix followed by a number. The letter prefix identifies the class 
of component as indicated in the following table:

CLASS OF COMPONENT LETTER PREFIX

Resistor R

Capacitor C

Diode CR

Transistor or Integrated Circuit Q

Switch S

Chassis Mounted Connector J

Transformer L

Lamp I

Fuse F

The number following the letter prefix identifies any individual component of the particular 
class.

The following tables list the components used in the serial digital data generator. Resistance 
and capacitance values given in these tables (and also marked on the circuit diagrams) are res
pectively in ohm and picofarad (K = 103 and M = 106). Thus a capacitance value designated 
1-5K means 1500 picofarad and a capacitance value designated 10M means 10 microfarad.
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2.1 COMPONENTS FOR SERIAL DIGITAL DATA GENERATOR PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARD (FL-01-05-01)

LEGEND VALUE DESCRIPTION

R1 470 Resistor, fixed, metal film, 0-1 watt, Type RL07
R2 390 As for R1
R3 10K As for R1
R4 1-8K As for R1
R5 10K As for R1
R6 1-8K As for R1
R7 10K As for R1
R8 47K As for R1
R9 47K As for R1
RIO 4-7K As for R1
Rll 2-2K As for R1
R12 8-2K As for R1
R13 IK As for R1
R14 IK As for R1
R15 IK As for R1
R16 IK As for R1
R17 2-2K As for R1
R18 330 As for R1
R19 IK As for R1

Cl 470 Capacitor, fixed, ceramic, Ducon AY Series
C2 IK As for Cl
C3 680 As for Cl
C4 100 Capacitor, fixed, ceramic, Ducon FY Series

C5—C19 10K Capacitor, fixed, ceramic, 25 VW, Plessey Redcap

S5 Switch, toggle, double pole, 3 position special, Alco Type 
MST 205PA

CR1 Diode, silicon, zener, 3-6V, BYZ88
Q1->Q15 Dual-in-line integrated circuits

Q16 Transistor, silicon, NPN, Type AY6101
Q17 As for Q16
Q18 Transistor, silicon, PNP, Type AY6102
Q19 As for Q18
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2.2 COMPONENTS FOR VOLTAGE REGULATOR PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
(FL-01-05-02)

LEGEND VALUE DESCRIPTION

R1 5-6 Resistor, fixed, wirewound, Welwyn W21
R2 16K Resistor, fixed, deposited carbon, Philips DCC
R3 IK Resistor, variable, wirewound. Bourns 3005P-1-102
R4 2K As for R2
R5 10 As for R1
R6 27 As for R!
R7 470 As for R2
R8 50 Resistor, variable, wirewound, Bourns 3005P-1-500

Cl 100K Capacitor, fixed, metallized film, 63VW, Wima Type MKS
C2 47 Capacitor, fixed, ceramic, Ducon Type CDS, NPO
C3 No component used but printed circuit designed to take one
C4 6-8M Capacitor, fixed, metallized film, 63VW, Wima Type MKS
C5 100K Capacitor, fixed, ceramic, 25VW, Plessey Redcap
C6 6-8M As for C4
C7 100K As for C5
C8 6-8M As for C4

Ql Integrated circuit, positive regulator, LM305
Q2 Integrated circuit, negative regulator, LM304
Q3 Integrated circuit, +5V regulator, LM309K, mounted on 

heatsink Thermalloy 6103-B
Q4 Transistor, silicon, PNP, 2N3502
Q5 As for Q4
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2.3 COMPONENTS FOR MAIN CHASSIS

LEGEND VALUE DESCRIPTION

Cl 15000M Capacitor, fixed, electrolytic, 35VW, Wima Printilyt (three 
5DOOM capacitors in parallel)

C2 100K Capacitor, fixed, ceramic, 25VW, Plessey Redcap
C3 1000M Capacitor, fixed, electrolytic, 25VW, Ducon Type ET6C
C4 1000M As for C3

CR1 Rectifier, silicon, AN 15
CR2 As for CR1
CR3 Bridge rectifier, MDA942A-2

LI Transformer, mains, specially wound, secondary 1 • 5A rating, 
Ruler Products

11 Indicator lamp, neon, Telite, 0-3W, 240V, FP7/CD/NR

SI A Switch, thumbwheel, decimal, Contraves MO 10
SIB As for SI A
S2 As for SI A
S3 Switch, toggle, double pole, 3 position special, Alco Type MST 

205 PA
S4 As for S3
S5 Switch, toggle, single pole, changeover, Alco Type MST 115D

FI Fuse, 500mA

J201 BNC Jack receptacle, single hole mount, isolated ground, 
C53-35

J202 As for J201
J203 As for J201
J204 As for J201
J205 Chassis socket, Cannon XLR-LNE-32
J206 Printed circuit edge connector, 10 pin, Amphenol 143-010
J207 Printed circuit edge connector, 46 pin (23 pin per side), Vari- 

strip GO 50A 462 BBBL
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